Welcome To
The New Emerging Film Capital of India & The World

DAY-4 (5 JANUARY-TUESDAY)

Screen-1 (Tivoli, Golcha Cinema)

1032 The Silence
Rajendra Ahire
Ends
Feature
91
Screenplay Festival Inauguration and Writers Meet 12:30 P.M - 04:30 P.M.

Screen-2 (Nile, Golcha Cinema)

1406 Cinema, Man Hour (Cinema Special)
Alexander Breck
Romania, Czech Republic
Documentary Feature
70
1917 The Devil Knows My Name
Rahul Pathak
India
Documentary
99

5th January

Inauguration of Screenplay Festival 12:30 P.M. at (Tivoli) Golcha Cinema

Inauguration By: Mr. Anjum Rajabali

Speakers: Mr. Anjum Rajabali (writer of Drohkaal, Ghulam, The Legend of Bhagat Singh and Raajneeti etc.)

Ms. Sanyuktha Chawla (writer of Bobby Jasoos and Neerja)

Ms. Juhi Chaturvedi  (writer of Piku)

Mr.  Himanshu Sharma (writer of Tanu Weds Manu, TWM Returns, Raanjhana)

Note

SS- Special Screening
OS- Official Entry to the Oscar’s (This Year)
TM- Film Market (The Merchant)
Red Rose- Best Released Film Within a Year
Yellow Rose- Film Not Released Yet

*Subject to be changed
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For 8th Jaipur International Film Festival

www.jiffindia.org jiffjaipur@gmail.com +91-141-6500601

Screen-3 (Pink City Press Club, Narayan Singh Circle, Jaipur)

Screen-5 (Manipal University, NH-8 Ajmer Expressway, Jaipur)

Screen-4 (Rajasthan Prod Sikhsam Samiti, Opp. A.C.B., Jhalana, Jaipur)

Screen-6 (Birla Institute of Technology, Malviya Nagar Industrial Area, Jaipur)

Below 14 Films are not available for Public Screening
Absolution, London Roads, Paths of the Soul, The Clan,

Absolution, London Roads, Paths of the Soul, The Clan,

Ballad of Exiles ‘Yilmaz Guney’,
Unlikely Heroes, H, Chronicle of a Blood Merchant,
RAMS, A War, Cool Off, The Face of an Angel,Taj Mahal

Song of the Sea, The Ballad of Exiles ‘Yilmaz Guney’,
Unlikely Heroes, H, Chronicle of a Blood Merchant,
RAMS, A War, Cool Off, The Face of an Angel,Taj Mahal
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